How Diligent Minutes Can Improve Boardroom
Meeting Minutes

While taking minutes at a board meeting is a mandatory task, it’s not a task that
has people scrambling to volunteer for it. Why? Mostly because it’s time-consuming
before the meeting, during the meeting and after the meeting. Beyond that, there’s
the worry that taking meeting minutes manually isn’t all that secure. In today’s
business environment, information leaks are prevalent. Cyber breaches are
commonplace. Competition is fierce. There’s a lot to lose when board minutes get
into the wrong hands.
Diligent Corporation offers a minute-taking solution that solves many of the problems that have
plagued board administrators for decades. Diligent Minutes is the newest addition to Diligent
Corporation’s Governance Cloud. As a digital tool, Diligent Minutes provides a secure and efficient
means for recording board minutes.
This tool is part of our recently introduced Governance Cloud, giving board administrators the ability
to interface board minutes directly with Diligent Boards for a total governance solution. Diligent
Minutes is a cloud-based tool that increases productivity for board administrators and general
counsels to integrate greater workflow directly into the Diligent Boards platform.
As it is a cloud-based tool, board administrators and general counsels can count on Diligent
Minutes to have the same trusted security measures that are built directly into the Diligent Boards
Administrator Client. Diligent Minutes provides a path to safeguard the minutes while protecting
distribution channels and board collaborations.
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Why Is It Essential to Take Accurate Board Minutes?

from the board administrator who prepares the minutes for board

There’s no standardized template or format for taking board

approval, and there can be a long lag between the meeting and the

minutes. While it’s nice to have a little flexibility, boards have to
document specific things in the minutes. Board directors and others
rely on board minutes to serve various purposes.
Minutes stand as an official record of the board’s actions and
decisions. One reason that boards document the discussions in
meetings is that the information contained in the minutes serves
as a record for measuring the corporation’s progress against its

completion of the minutes. There’s also the possibility of another
lag in finding time to send the minutes out to the board directors
for review. Every elongated space of time presents an opportunity
for something important to be left out of the minutes.
But boards no longer have to do things the way they’ve always done
them. Diligent Minutes is a purpose-built solution that erases the
problems and inconsistencies that manual minute taking creates.

strategic planning.
Preserving board minutes is part of a board director’s fiduciary
duties because the record stands as proof of how the board made
decisions in keeping with the best interests of the corporation.
Minutes offer legal protection for corporations in several ways.
Board minutes are considered legal documents by the IRS, auditors
and the courts. The information contained in the board minutes
supports any questions that may arise regarding tax returns.
If board actions are ever called into question in a court of law,
judges will consider whether the board made a responsible effort
to document the facts of the meeting. By the time a matter gets
to court, a judge would consider anything that’s missing from the
minutes not to have happened at all.
These issues clearly demonstrate why minutes must be accurate,
timely and secure.

What Is Diligent Minutes and Why Does Our Board Need It?
Diligent Minutes is a cloud-based, minute-taking program that
our designers built with accuracy, efficiency and security in mind.
Many of the processes are automated, which reduces the need to
duplicate and saves time.
Diligent Minutes expedites every minute-taking step, from creating
the template, to adding dates, locations and attendees, to creating

Preserving board minutes is part of a board
director’s fiduciary duties because the
record stands as proof of how the board
made decisions in keeping with the best
interests of the corporation.

action items and getting approvals.
Diligent Minutes is intuitive and easy to use, which means that board
administrators will be able to listen to discussions more intently and
capture all of the important details of the meeting. Accurate details
shield boards against long and potentially expensive litigations.
Once a board administrator experiences Diligent Minutes, it will be
difficult to ever go back to manual minute taking.

What’s the Problem With the Way We’ve Always Done It?
In the past, boards have found a few tools like word processing
programs and audio recording devices to make minute taking
more efficient. Some corporations may even be taking minutes
using paper and pen. Each of these processes shares a lot of the
same problems.
To start, the writing takes so long that important issues may get lost
in the mix, never making it into the board minutes. Time gets away

How Does Diligent Minutes Work?
Diligent Minutes has a preset platform that board administrators
can change and customize according to their needs. Board
administrators can pull the entire board book or just part of it into
Diligent Minutes using just a click. They can also take minutes from
scratch, if needed.
The software automatically pulls in pertinent information, such as
the name of the organization and the date, time and location of
the meeting.
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The software also has a function that allows a user to import a
company logo onto the board minutes so the minutes have a
professional appearance.
The program even automatically populates the names of the
attendees and their email addresses. Board administrators can add
names to the minutes even if they don’t have an email address
for someone. If a board director is a no-show, the minute-taker
can easily click on the “x” and delete them from the attendee
list. Minute-takers can add in unexpected or late-arriving board
directors to the section for attendees in seconds, even after the
meeting has started.
When the board chair calls the meeting to order, the minute-taker
simply clicks on the button labeled “take minutes” and the software
will record the time that the meeting started.

The structure of the program makes moving around the form easy,
which is a time-saver for minute-takers during a meeting. The
maneuverability and ease of use ensure that minute-takers can
quickly distribute important documents during the meeting while
keeping their eyes and ears on important board discussions and
taking notes. Diligent Minutes greatly reduces the risk of human

How Can I Customize Diligent Minutes to Meet My Needs?

error in leaving out important details of the meeting because of a

The developers at Diligent cast a critical eye in viewing how board

fast-paced meeting.

administrators take minutes during meetings. Board administrators
have told us that minute taking isn’t necessarily sequential. They
often need to bounce around the form, pulling in information from
board reports, board books and other sources. Minute-takers

Another useful feature of Diligent Minutes is that it AutoSaves the
minutes after certain intervals of time, so that nothing gets lost if
the administrator forgets to save the minutes manually.

wanted some ability to be able to customize their headings and
to move things around as they needed to while meetings were in
progress. The software developers at Diligent Corporation designed
useful solutions.
Diligent Minutes stores electronic folders at the top of the screen.
A minute-taker can move contents from a folder into the minutetaking template and share them with attendees in seconds.

Minute-takers wanted some ability to be
able to customize their headings and to
move things around as they needed to
while meetings were in progress.

The program can prepopulate sections based on the agenda for
a board book. It has sections for each item for new and unfinished
business and more. Minute-takers can add or delete sections at will.
They can even drag and drop them to reorder them as necessary.
The software gives minute-takers the ability to add headings for
the topics, relabel headings and edit sections using a click or two.

How Does Diligent Minutes Help Board Directors With
Accountability?
Board minutes are more than a tool for recording the board’s
discussions. Minutes stand as a record of actions that the board
agreed to take. One of the many challenges that minute-takers

Each section displays as a horizontal tab. The sections are text-

face is keeping track of the agreed-upon actions and who agreed

based; minute-takers can simply type information about board

to perform those actions, as well as following up to make sure that

actions and decisions right into the appropriate section. Minute-

board directors complete their assigned tasks.

takers can easily expand and collapse sections during the meeting
to access other areas of the minute-taking software quickly
and easily.

It’s immensely time-consuming to track down each person who
agreed to follow up on tasks. The board administrator must monitor
the task list and manually keep track of completed tasks. This entails

With Diligent Minutes, there’s no more fumbling around, jostling

typing out individual emails to various board directors reminding

papers and scrambling to find a report or document for a particular

them of their tasks. As responses come in, it’s time to create another

part of the meeting because everything is right at the minute-

task on the “to do” list. The administrator can mark the task as

taker’s fingertips.

complete or schedule another reminder to send out yet another
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email and yet another follow-up. The time that one task takes is

Another advantageous feature of the export feature is that the

multiplied many times until all tasks get completed.

various sections are collapsible. The user can expand or collapse

Diligent Minutes cuts down on the time for following up on action
items from hours to seconds. How?
The board administrator can simply click on “add action item” to
open a simple interface. Using this window, a board administrator
can add assignees, type in the instructions for the task, and add
the date for expected completion.
The action items appear in green fonts, along with an action icon
to highlight these important tasks and differentiate them from other
parts of the minutes. This feature markedly saves time on sending
out notifications. When the board administrator clicks on the button
titled “send notification,” the interface automatically adds the email

sections and make corrections as necessary.
Once the meeting minutes pass the final editing and review
process, the user can export them into the next Diligent Boards
meeting book, so that they are ready for discussion and approval at
the next board meeting. Minute-takers can also use the completed
minutes to inform those who were absent from the meeting about
actions taken during the meeting.
Another strategic feature of Diligent Minutes is the ability to share
the minutes with one or more people selectively. For example, the
board administrator can easily share the document with the board
chair while hiding the document from others.

address and sends out an email reminding the assignees of their
task completion dates.
In addition to the time that board administrators save on following
up on tasks, the action item feature does even more to save time.
Board administrators can quickly and easily pull up a complete
list of all action items in one window and review them all at the
same time. After a review of the items, the board administrator can
note the completion date and send another notification or mark a
task complete.
The action item list makes it clear whose duty it is to complete

Can You Vote to Approve Minutes Through Diligent Boards™?

each action and when they need to complete it by, which holds

Votes state ownership. It’s vital for votes to be recorded

the responsible people directly accountable. If there’s ever a need
to retrieve board minutes for legal or auditing purposes, Diligent
Minutes keeps a clear record of actions.

Is It Possible to Edit or Export a Completed Copy of the
Minutes Using Diligent Minutes?

accurately. Votes stand as a declaration to the leadership team,
the stakeholders and the rest of the board whether each board
director voted for or against a motion. The minutes also contain a
record of the abstentions.
Lawsuits and other legal matters can call attention to how various

When a board meeting is over, the minute-taker still has work to

board directors cast their votes. Votes that are accurate and well-

do to write and complete the minutes in preparation for board

documented can provide legal protection for board members and

approval. Performing this task manually presents the minute-taker

potentially set them apart during legal action.

with yet another time-consuming chore.

Since Diligent Minutes works together with Diligent Boards™, the

With Diligent Minutes, there’s no need for a minute-taker to retype

board administrator can put results of votes and reminders to vote

all of the identifying details of the meeting. Diligent Minutes exports

within minutes’ records. Additionally, when the meeting minutes

the minutes into a Microsoft Word document. Within seconds, such

are exported, the board administrator can add a section for voting

information as the date, time, location and names of attendees

into the document and upload this with their next board book to get

appear on the document.

approval on the minutes before or during the next board meeting.

Once the document is in Microsoft Word, a user can easily make
adjustments to it. This gives the administrator an opportunity to
review the physical appearance of the minutes and to make any
necessary adjustments to make sure that they appear polished

All board administrators can collect these signatures electronically
through Diligent Boards. This is a time-saving feature for board
directors as well because it gives them the ability to vote by
electronically applying their signature and returning the document

and professional.
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to the board administrator. With a couple of clicks and a few

Diligent programs are ISO 27001 certified and undergo rigorous

seconds of time, the vote is securely on its way to the proper hands.

third-party testing to make sure a board’s sensitive information stays

What Else Can Diligent Minutes Do?
With so many useful features, it’s hard to imagine that Diligent
Minutes could do much more, yet it does.

secure. Diligent’s platforms are based in the cloud and protected
by secure servers. Diligent Minutes also has built-in safeguards that
prevent users from unauthorized sharing.
Most importantly, since board administrators and directors

Diligent Minutes allows space for multiday meetings, so when

conduct much of their board duties using portable devices like

the day’s meeting is over and the next day’s meeting begins, the

smartphones, laptops and tablets, Diligent’s products have a

document picks up right where the minute-taker left off. The user

remote wiping capability that erases important data if a device is

can also set the time zone, so users know the exact times the

lost or compromised.

meeting started and ended, anywhere in the world.

Essentially, Diligent Minutes performs all of the tasks that are

Sometimes, minute-takers need access to more than one board

necessary for taking minutes that are professional, accurate and

book during a meeting. With Diligent Minutes, a minute-taker can

complete. Many of the processes are fully automated, allowing

pull more than one board book into the program during a live

Diligent Minutes to save time without compromising board duties

meeting. There may be times that minute-takers don’t need to

and responsibilities. Diligent Minutes is a full-featured minute-

interface minutes with a board book at all. It’s just as easy to start

taking software program that helps administrators to monitor

taking minutes for special or other important meetings without

action items. Diligent Minutes combines the efficiency, utility, user-

attaching them to a board book.

friendliness and security that today’s board administrators can’t

Mobile devices are important tools for busy board directors and

function without.

on-the-go executives. Diligent Minutes gives the user the ability
to send push notifications so that board members and managers
get alerts right away, even when mobile devices are locked
and applications are closed. Diligent Minutes even lets a board
administrator know whether a director or executive’s mobile device
is optimized for push notifications.

Can I Count on Security With Diligent Minutes?

Diligent helps the world’s leading organizations unleash the
power of information and collaboration—securely—by equipping

Technology is becoming increasingly sophisticated, which has

their boards and management teams to make better decisions.

opened up a whole new sphere of security threats. Diligent

Over 4,700 clients in more than 90 countries rely on Diligent for

Corporation is dedicated to offering the highest possible security

immediate access to their most time sensitive and confidential

interventions to assure clients that their board work, communications

information, along with the tools to review, discuss and collaborate

and voting are secure according to industry best practices.

on it with key decision-makers. Diligent Boards expedites and

The software developers have made large investments in time and
money to add an extra layer of encryption. Only authorized parties
can access data. Diligent programs, including Diligent Minutes, are

simplifies how board materials are produced and delivered via iPad,
Windows devices and internet browsers.
Join the Leaders, Get Diligent.

fine-tuned to a user level and a document level.

For more information or
to request a demo then
please contact us on:

Telephone: 1.877.434.5443
E-mail: info@diligent.com
Website: diligent.com
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